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Who was Muhammad? What do we know historically, and does that differ from how he is seen by

his followers and venerated today? Memories of Muhammad presents Muhammad as a lens

through which to view both the genesis of Islamic religion and the grand sweep of Islamic history -

right up to the hot button issues of the day, such as the spread of Islam, holy wars, the status of

women, the significance of Jerusalem, and current tensions with Jews, Hindus, and Christians. It

also provides a rare glimpse into how Muslims spiritually connect to God through their Prophet, in

the mosque, in the home, and even in cyberspace. This definitive biography of the founder of Islam

by a leading Muslim-American scholar, Omid Safi, will reveal invaluable new insights, finally

providing a fully three-dimensional portrait of Muhammad and the one billion people who follow him

today.
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This book should be a required reading for Muslims and for Non-Muslims who want to understand

prophet and how and why Muslims adore him more than their own parents. Once I started reading

the book, I could not put it down. At the same time there were several sections of the book, where I

had to stop reading so I can ponder and absorb the beauty in this book.Without being overly

zealous Omid Safi gives arguments about need of humanity to believe in God. To quote from the

book "In the begnining we imagine God to be a slightly better version of ourselves, then the

comforter of all that is missing from our lives, and then a king, before we finally realize that God is



the Ultimate, the One, the perfection of Love, Majesty, and Beauty." God tells Muhammad PBUH

"My heaven cannot contain me, nor can my Earth. But the heart of my faithful servant contains me".

The one line which touched me the most from the book is "You can not know yourself without

knowing God. You can not know God without knowing yourself."He forcefully makes the point that

the prophet Muhammad was sent as the mercy to all the worlds. He reminds Muslims to practice

compassion and justice practiced by the last prophet to mankind. He mentions "For me, Muhammad

represents the completion of the possibilities available to us as human beings, not because he is a

superhuman, but precisely because he embodies the meaning of what it means to be fully human."

Author refers an incident from the life of the prophet "on the way to Mecca, Muhammad saw a

female dog that had given birth to a new litter of pups.
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